
A PURPOSE RUNS THROUGH IT
What Is the Will of God?

Text: Romans 8:18-39

The Will of God?

A young couple I know finally conceived a child after spending many years and 
a small fortune on fertility treatments. After a few months, they joyfully shared 
the news with their loved ones. Everyone began to make all the marvelous 
preparations natural at such a time. And then, a few weeks later, the young 
woman suddenly began to bleed profusely and was rushed to the hospital. The 
doctor said the baby’s heart had stopped beating. Their child was lost. In the 
indescribable misery of the moment one of them said to me: “It’s so hard, but I 
guess it is God’s will.” 

I’ve heard those words many times through the years. A young mother dies, 
leaving behind a devastated spouse and a handful of little children. A family’s 
house is flooded by a violent storm, destroying most of their possessions. 
Someone loses a limb or their life, simply because they were in the wrong place 
when the bomb blast went off or the car came speeding by. In the midst of all 
this, someone just trying to make sense of it all, blurts out in their confusion: “I 
guess it was the will of God.”  

But is that really true? In Romans 8, the Apostle Paul says that “the whole 
creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to 
the present time” (Rom 8:22). The life of many is “subjected to 
frustration,” he writes. In so many ways, we live in “bondage to decay” and 
loss, declares this man who suffered much in his own life. But in what sense are 
these things to be called “the will of God?”  (Rom 8:20-21).

Many years ago, in the thick of World War II, British pastor Leslie Weatherhead 
tackled this disturbing question himself. Weatherhead concluded that it is 
important when discussing the subject of God’s will to distinguish between 
three different dimensions of God’s providence. We need to understand the 
difference between God’s intentional will, God’s circumstantial will, and God’s 
ultimate will. This morning I’d like to touch on the meaning of each and do so 
with the help of a simple parable.

A Parable of Grace and Gravity

Imagine with me a magnificent city set atop a highland too remote for any 
ordinary person to reach without aid. The Book of Revelation pictures that city 
as a place where every citizen knows, loves, and serves a wise and wonderful 
King. The intimacy of relationship that each citizen enjoys with the King 



completely conditions the quality of life in that city. A spirit of loving care 
unites the people completely. There, no one is ever sad or in want. Justice and 
joy triumph forever. Every good fruit grows up alongside the great river of 
grace that pours out from an eternal spring, bubbling from beneath the throne 
of the King. 

One day, however, the King decides to do something amazing. He orders the 
opening of the great floodgates at the edge of the city, allowing the eternal 
waters to flow down the mountainside. The spring so splendidly soaks the 
valley below that there grows up in what was once a barren wilderness a 
beautiful garden and around it, in time, a village of people. 

Now, let’s call that stream the King’s Intentional Will. It is his ideal or original 
plan. The King wants the newly created valley and villagers to experience his 
bounty and beauty. His intention is that they enjoy the same life-giving, death-
defeating, community-creating relationship with him that those above did. 
Happy homes, healthy kids, a pristine earth, the infirm and the impoverished 
provided for, everyone’s gifts gainfully employed... this was the King’s first and 
original intention. 

Now, imagine that a group of children from the village at the bottom of the 
mountain come hiking a ways up the path and start piling mud and rocks into 
the stream-bed. They have this idea that they know a better course for the 
stream than the one which it naturally takes. They believe that life will get even 
better, if they are lords of the flow. 

Then at night, when the village kids have gone home, a group of gang-
members come out of the caves beneath the village. The gang-members are 
different than the village kids. They are older and meaner and not originally 
from the valley at all. At one time, they had lived on top of the mountain. But, 
jealous of the King’s authority, they had rebelled against him, only to be 
banished to the caves below. Under cover of darkness, the gang works to add 
to the damns and diversions the children have made. 

In time, the efforts of the village children and the cave-dwellers, block or 
muddy enough of the mountain stream that life in the valley village is 
progressively diminished. Thirst and hunger, sickness and conflict, are the 
natural result. Some of the villagers angrily blame the Mountain King for the 
problem. “He’s unloving and doesn’t care if we suffer,” they say. Others claim 
that their suffering is simply “the good King’s will.”

The Intentional Will of God

In essence, of course, this is the story that the Bible tells us about life. It says 
that God’s original intention is that all of creation be nurtured by the 
uninterrupted flow of his grace. Along the course of human history, however, a 



set of circumstances arose that distorted that outcome, making life in the 
human village much less than it was meant to be. 

We can argue all day, I suppose, about whether these circumstances could 
have been prevented. Some contend that God should never have given people 
the capacity to do things that could dam or muddy the flow of grace coming to 
them, or ruin the environment for somebody else. Most of us, however, are 
deeply grateful that we are not automatons – that we have genuine moral 
freedom -- even though this means that someone can abuse this power to drive 
drunk, cheat on a business deal, lie to a neighbor, or plot to kill people.

Some people also struggle to believe in the existence of some sort of angelic 
“gang” dedicated to messing up God’s good intentions where humanity is 
concerned. The Bible plainly says that this enemy exists. “Our struggle,” 
writes the Apostle Paul “is not merely against flesh and blood, but 
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms” (Eph 6:12) – 
against another class of beings who have exercised their own freedom of choice 
in harmful ways. The older I get -- the more I see or hear of the monstrous 
inhumanities occurring every day -- the easier I find it to take this teaching at 
face value.

I suppose we can also bat around the question of whether it was possible to 
design the universe in such a way that there would not be physical laws that 
brought forth painful circumstances at times. It would be wonderful if the 
principles of hydrodynamics allowed rain to fall down from the sky to water our 
lawns, but never to flow down into our basements. It would be splendid if the 
explosive process of combustion that fires the pistons that power our cars, 
automatically stopped working when some nutcase pressed the trigger of a 
bomb. It would be marvelous if the chemicals that preserve our food, didn’t 
have the potential in extreme amounts to make cancer cells grow. 

Yet this is the way things are. We live in a morally free and physically consistent 
universe. This means that violence, illness, and accident are unavoidable 
possibilities.  These circumstances are “the will of God,” I suppose, but only 
in the sense that God permits them as the unavoidable down-side to an 
intention that is absolutely good. 

The Circumstantial Will of God

But here’s where the SECOND dimension of God’s will comes into play. Romans 
8 tells us that for those who surrender themselves to his calling, God works 
through and in spite of these sometimes painful circumstances to accomplish 
his good purposes. 

Have you ever noticed how hard it is block the flow of water running downhill?  
Erect a barrier and it will find some crack. Muddy its course and it will make 



some new channel through which to run again in its original direction. In other 
words, block the Intentional Will of God in some way and the Circumstantial 
Will of God will still seek to get His grace flowing downstream for his beloved 
again.  The great secret, of course, is to cooperate with that Grace’s new 
direction when it comes. 

Some years ago, a woman I know of became pregnant out of wedlock. The fact 
of her pregnancy was certainly outside of what we would call God’s Intentional 
Will for her life. She could barely support her other children. She was without 
the covenant of marriage to provide the moral and practical context optimal for 
raising yet another child. She was counseled to abort the baby. But she chose 
instead to turn her circumstance over to God, asking him to work some good 
out of this crisis caused by her moral choice and physical laws.

Unbeknownst to her, hundreds of miles away, lived a couple who had been 
trying unsuccessfully for years to have a child. The fact of their non-pregnancy 
I would also call outside of the Intentional Will of God. They possessed all the 
moral and practical attributes that would seem to make them ideal parents. At 
the same time that the pregnant mother was turning her circumstances over to 
God, the couple I mentioned were surrendering to God their circumstances, 
saying, “Lord, if it’s not possible for us to have a baby the way we’ve wanted 
to, maybe you’ll bring forth good in some way we can’t yet see. We’re open 
God to what you might do.”

D.L. Moody once said that what God can do with one life fully surrendered to 
him is almost beyond human imagination. In the months that followed, I saw 
what God could do with three people willing to surrender their circumstances to 
him. I saw the streams of God’s redeeming providence converge in a hospital 
delivery room. Where once there was only the mud of one woman’s chaos and 
the dam of a couple’s unfulfilled dreams, God brought flowing forth a new 
family through the channel of adoption. It turned out to be twins. They named 
them Grace and Christina.

The Ultimate Will of God

Now let me ask you this: Is there some area of your life right now in which the 
flow of God’s intentions have gotten dammed up? Maybe you’ve gotten stuck 
in an unfulfilling job or are without one. Perhaps you’re thirsty for a loving 
relationship. Maybe sin or illness has clogged your hope for the future. Perhaps 
you need the water of God’s Spirit to refresh your parched soul or renew your 
moral resolve or float you out of some wilderness. The circumstances of your 
life seem like rocks and mud, blocking the flow of grace you sorely need. But 
ask yourself this question: Can mere debris stop forever the mighty river that 
pours from the spring of the King?”

The Apostle Paul says, “Not a chance.” “Nothing can finally separate us 



from the love of God which is ours in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Rom 
8:39). Oh, the flow of God’s Intentional Will may be delayed for a season. The 
flow of God’s Circumstantial Will may await your surrender to gain its full force. 
But in the end, nothing can stop the Ultimate Will of God from being done. He 
is going to redeem and restore this world he has made and each of us who 
remain faithful to him.  “For we know that in all things God works for 
the good of those who love him, who have been called according to 
his purpose” (Rom 8:28). 

Do you love God and sense his calling on your life? Then say to the Lord today: 
“Show me the crack, the new channel, the fresh way you are moving. Help me 
cooperate with that movement, Lord.” Pastor Bryan Wilkerson reminds us that 
we can’t always know the reasons for the hard things that happen to us in this 
life. Sometimes the tragedies of this life are simply unreasonable to the human 
mind. But when life seems naught but chaos or wilderness, please remember 
that still a river runs through it – a river which is the unstoppable purpose of a 
good and gracious God.

Please pray with me... 

Great God our King, together with your servant Paul, we ask for the grace to 
remember “that the sufferings of this present time are not worth 
comparing with the glory” you have planned to revealed in us. We thank 
you for the biblical promise that history does not finally depend upon the 
elections of humanity or angels, but upon a greater wisdom than any “eye has 
seen, ear has heard, or human heart conceived”(1 Cor 2:9). We recall 
how even the circumstances of a criminal’s cross became -- when Jesus 
surrendered them to you -- the channel by which you brought redemption and 
forgiveness flowing into our world. So we surrender to you this morning all the 
circumstances of our life, asking you to work in them to fulfill your plan for us. 
With the prophet Job we dare to proclaim in faith, dear Lord: "I know that 
you can do all things, and that no purpose of yours can be 
thwarted” (Job 42:2). Send us forth to walk in that confidence, we pray, in 
the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.
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